The Riley RM Club
A Club for the Preservation of all RM Rileys 1945 – 1957

Guide for Buyers
If you’re shopping for a Riley RM, these hints can help you find the right car, and to avoid surprises after
the car has become yours. They will guide you to some of the common failings of a typical, “on-the-road”
Riley RM series Saloon, Drophead or Roadster (though not the Pathfinder).
Remember that all RMs are at least 60-something, and
many are over 70 years old. When viewing, give priority to
inspecting the bodywork, which is mostly of steel nailed
and soldered over a wooden framework, and don’t underestimate the task ahead if you decide to buy a car needing
body repair. Even though many wooden and steel sections
are available new from the Riley RM Club, replacing the
hidden wooden structure is serious car surgery! As for the
engine, transmission and running gear, new spares are
available through the Club for almost everything, and
normal engineering skills are all that is needed to work on
them.

Bodywork
1.

The timber “A” post that runs from the front corner of the roof, down the side of the screen, and
finally stops about 4" short of the front body mounting under the wing is a vital component. It is
prone to decay due to the adverse effects of time, damp and distortion, and changing it involves
quite major reconstruction of the front of the body. To establish its condition:a. Peer under the front wing and prod the exposed section with a suitable tool, to see if the wood is
sound, or even there at all.
b. On cars with internal bonnet-opening knobs each side of the under-dash shelf, check their
locating brackets which are screwed to the “A” post. Loose brackets suggest “A” post decay.
c. Check that the door striker plate fixing woodscrews are secure (1953-onward cars have captive
nuts instead). If the “A” post is decayed, the screws won’t hold.
d. Check that the vent panel trim and the “Furflex” draught excluder in front of the door are firmly
fixed, if not, then there may be wood rot around the fixing nails.

2.

Observe that the doors fit correctly and close snugly without striking the body apertures. Do the
chromed strips line up? If excessive play in the hinge pins makes the doors fit poorly that’s easily
cured, but distortion of the body itself needs looking into. The body is supported on four chassis
mountings each side; under the “A” post, under the centre door pillar, in front of the rear wheel,
and halfway along the boot floor; check each for possible deterioration. Open front and rear doors
together to make sure the centre door pillar (“B” post) is anchored securely at its base, which is
prone to rust and wood rot. Also check from below the long wooden “sills” which run from just in
front of the rear wheel to the front scuttle – each is made of a horizontal and a vertical wooden plank
and is part of the main body structure.

3.

Open the rear doors and look at the condition of the metalwork at the rear bottom corner of the
door openings since rust here is common.

4.

The rear wing to body joint is prone to rust, so look for distortion and rust build-up above and below,
and also in the inner wings particularly in front of and behind the wheel. In the case of the Roadster
check the laminated wood wing support arch.
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5.

Water leaks into the boot cause the boot floor to rot at the rear body mounting points and along the
rearmost edge. Lift the left and right side of the carpet (linoleum) and inspect the state of the floor
for rot or even better, repair work already done.

6.

Whilst the boot lid is open, inspect the condition of the gutter channel across the top edge between
the boot hinges and down the sides. Peel back the rubber dust seal, carefully, and all will be revealed.
This channel stiffens the rear body and if rusted away, rigidity will be lost.

7.

Observe if the rear section of the body has dropped, by looking at the bumper support irons where
they protrude through the body via circular grommet-covered holes. They should be central and the
body must not rest down on them, indicating rusted rear body mountings.

8.

The roof covering must not have split seams and the gutter should be firmly fixed and sealed,
particularly around the lower rear curves. If water has penetrated over a long period, the wood and
steel may be in very poor condition. Press on the gutter with a thumb, any movement or crunching
sounds warn of decayed timber. A Drophead’s fold-down hood is very expensive to replace.

9.

The rear window should be solidly fixed and its timber frame must not be soft to thumb pressure.
Ensure there is no movement of the body-to-roof join below the back window.

10. Make a judgment as to the state of the paintwork, chrome, and external rubber mouldings, and their
contribution to the value of the car.
11. Work out whether the car’s bodywork is largely original, or has been partly/totally restored. If it
has had major work carried out, look critically at the quality of the workmanship – not just the
finishing touches, but any welded-in metal or new wooden sections you can find. You don’t want to
have to do it all again!

Engine bay
Unless you’re sure the engine has been competently and continuously maintained, take into account the
likelihood of an overhaul in future to clean out a blocked crankshaft and replace the big ends. Otherwise,
the same general rules apply when looking at a Riley as any other elderly vehicle;
1. Engine internal parts: With the engine hot after a test run, check for adequate oil pressure (it
may be low on tick-over as long as it picks up smartly when the revs increase). There should be no
undue tapping or knocking noises.
2. Engine externals: Look for serious oil leaks or water drips. Sizzling sounds from a 1½ Litre’s
manifold suggests a seeping hotspot tube, water coming from under the bell-housing of a 2½ Litre
betrays a leaking, inaccessible rear core plug. Dynamo and starter working? Water pump / fan
bearings quiet and free of play?
3. Radiator: Remove the cap – is the water reasonably clean, and are the visible cooling tubes free of
blockage?

Chassis
Serious corrosion of the chassis frame is rare, but poke any suspicious rust with a strong sharp
implement, especially around the body mountings and at the edges of the front chassis cross-member.
1. Steering: There should be absolutely no lost motion between steering wheel and road wheels.
Where the track rods join together at the centre there is a double-eye which is part of the steering
rack, in which a little fore-and-aft slack is expected, but anything over about ¼" may require a rack
rebuild. The track rod ends are usually adjustable, if not, service kits are available.
2. Brakes: RMA-D have hydro-mechanical (hydraulic front, rod-actuated rear), late 1952 onwards
RME-F are fully hydraulic; Visually check the condition of hydraulic hoses and mechanical brake
linkage, check the brake pedal is firm and without lots of free play.
3. Dampers (Shock absorbers): When at rest, the car should be almost impossible to bounce by
pressing on the wings. Inspect lever-arm rear dampers found on earlier cars for oil leaks and broken
links.
4. Rear Springs: On all but late RMEs with spats over the rear wheels, the tyres should be concentric
with the semi-circular apertures in the back wings; late RMEs should have the hubcap concentric
with the spat aperture.
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Interior
Tired looking seats can often be renovated, but torn or cracked leather can be expensive to replace.
Check the condition of headlining, door linings and carpets, it all adds up and good car trimmers are
hard to find.

The Road Test
If at all possible, drive the car! The feel of the car on the road can teach you a lot. RMs were high-quality,
refined cars when new and there’s no reason to put up with old-banger behaviour now they are mature.
Things to memorise before you slip into the driver’s seat:
1. Engine: should pull strongly from low revs (even a 1½ Litre, though it will notice hills more) and
rev freely in the gears. Be suspicious of knocks or taps which vary with engine load. When hot, oil
pressure psi should roughly match speed mph. Look behind for smoke when accelerating.
2. Transmission: Slight clutch judder isn’t unknown, but severe judder is wrong. The gearbox
should be easy to operate. Propshaft and back axle should be silent.
3. Steering: When on the move it should be firm but precise, and the car should not follow the camber
of the road or ridges. Some types of steering wheel are prone to broken spokes, which may not sound
too bad until the last one goes.
4. Brakes: Heavy by comparison with a modern car, but the pedal should be firm and when pushed
hard the car should pull up sharply and in a straight line. The handbrake should hold on the steepest
hill. If the brakes are poor or pull to one side it is possible that a hydraulic cylinder has seized
through lack of use.
5. Suspension: always firm, but if the car hops and jumps on road bumps suspect dampers and/or
springs.
6. Body structure: RM bodies are seldom rigid, but there are limits. Intentionally drive over
irregular road surfaces and check the behaviour of the dashboard and windscreen surround which
must not shake independently; also, the back window area must move with the roof, boot and back
seat and not shimmy on its own. The front doors should not let in a gale of air. This backs up the
visual inspection of “A” posts etc.
It may not be the best policy to buy from places such as on-line auction sites, where cars are often underdescribed and hence over-priced, and if not local to you are difficult to inspect before bidding. Better,
well-authenticated cars may be available in your local area. Join the Riley RM Club, ask about among
local members and keep an eye on the magazine.
Also, even though RM’s, as pre-1960 vehicles, are exempt from mandatory MOT testing in the UK, it is
a good policy to ask that a car advertised as “roadworthy” be tested before purchase.
Finally check the car’s identity stamped into the chassis against both the paperwork and the brass
identification plate affixed to the bulkhead timber cross-rail. The format is generally two numbers
followed by S (Saloon), D (Drophead), SS (3-seater Roadster) or 2S
(2-seater Roadster), and finally four or five more numbers. Late 1½
Litre cars are prefixed RME followed by five numbers instead.
The chassis stamp is on top of the left side chassis adjacent to the
starter motor (except left-hand-drive 2½ Litre cars where the starter
motor is on the opposite side). In the UK, check on the DVLA website
that the details and number plate match. Additional information may
be available about the car’s history in the Riley RM Club’s archive –
consult Mark Perry, the Riley RM Club’s Vehicle Registrar, by email
(registrar@rileyrmclub.org.uk) or phone (+44) (0)1275 475270.
There may be a lot to cover when checking over a Riley RM, but persevere – they are just great to drive,
objects of pride to own, and backed up by a superb international owners’ club.

Gwyn Morris, Glenn Crawford
December 2017 (Ver.3)
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